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Our Clinic in July
Happy July!
Here at the Crookston Pet Clinic
we are continuing to stay very busy!
Our office door is open, you
are more then welcome to come
inside, but if you wish to still do
curbside just let us know! We also
are continuing with our Bravecto &
Sentinel instant rebates!

Did you Know?
(Cockatiel addition)

Reminders
Dr. Leah's Corner

Our Clinic will be closed on
MONDAY JULY 29th
We continue to schedule out
roughly one month in advance,
so if your pet will be needing
vaccinations soon please keep
that in mind.

Separation Anxiety in Dogs
Separation anxiety may be preventable with proper socialization
and training when a puppy.
By Debra Horwitz, DMV, DACVB & Gary Landsberg, DMV, DACVB, DECAWBM

Puppies should be well socialized
with other animals and people.
Puppies need to learn how to have
alone time and amuse themselves
with their toys. When you bring
your puppy out of alone time to
socialize with the family, make sure
that you only get him when he is
quietly playing with his toys.
Reward behaviors that you want
your puppy to continue. A well
adjusted puppy should do well
either alone or with the family and
will be less likely to have
separation anxiety in the future.

How do I know if my dog's problem is due to separation anxiety?
Separation anxiety describes dogs that are usually over attached or dependant
on family members. They become extremely anxious and show distress
behaviors such as vocalization, destruction, or house soiling when separated
from owners. Most dogs with separation anxiety try to remain close to their
owners, follow them from room to room and rarely spend time outdoors alone.
They often begin to display anxiety as soon as the owners prepare to leave.
Many but not all of these dogs crave a great deal of physical contact and
attention from their owners. During departures or separations, in addition to
vocalization, destruction and elimination, they may be restless, shake, shiver,
salivate, refuse to eat, or become quiet and withdrawn.

Although typically the behavior occurs every time the owner leaves,
in some cases it may only happen on selected departures, such as
work day departures, or when the owner leaves again after coming
home from work. Dogs with separation anxiety are also often quite
excited and aroused when the owner returns. Separation anxiety
might be prevented by ensuring that puppies have scheduled times
when they learn to spend time alone in their own crates or beds.
Some dogs appear to have separation anxiety but are afraid to be
home alone because something bad has happened to them while
alone. (storms, fireworks) Dogs that have both separation anxiety
and noise or storm phobias will need treatment for both problems.

Are there other reasons that my dog may engage in these
behaviors?

Dogs with separation anxiety vocalize, become destructive, or eliminate
beginning either as the owners prepare to leave or shortly after departure.
Destructive activity is often focused on owner possessions, or at the doors
where owners depart or the dog is confined, and most often occurs shortly after
departure. The vocalization is due to distress and may therefore consist of
howling or whining. If the dog destroys, vocalizes, or eliminatinates both while
the owners are at home and when they are away, other causes should first be
considered. Dogs that eliminate when owners are home may not be completely
house trained or may have a medical problem. If the destruction, elimination
and vocalization are more likely to arise the longer the owners are away from
home, it may be that they are being left alone for too long. Barking when the
owners are away could be due to the sounds of strangers or other animals on
the property. Some dogs will attempt to escape or become extremely anxious
when confined, so that destructiveness or house soiling when a dog is locked up
in a crate, basement, or laundry room, may be due to confinement or barrier
anxiety and associated attempts at escape.

Make an audiotape or
movie clip of the behavior
when the dog is alone

These dogs should be assessed to see if they act in
the same way when they are confined while the
owner is at home. In other situations fear or anxiety
due to an external event (construction, storms,
fireworks) may trigger destructive behaviors. Old dogs
with medical problems such as hearing or sight,
painful conditions and cognitive dysfunction may
become more anxious in general, and seek out the
owner's attention for security and relief.

Perhaps the best way to determine if the behaviors are due to anxiety associated
with the owner's departure is to make an audiotape or movie clip of the behaviors
when the dog is alone.

Where do I start?

Before you can begin, be certain that your dog has a sufficiently
enriched environment and a predictable daily routine.
In addition, all rewards should be identified to ensure that they are only being
given for those behaviors you want to train and not for attention seeking or
following. In other words, you should use the very rewards that your dog is
seeking to teach independent behavior and to spend time relaxing away from
you. Until you can get your dog to settle down and relax while you are home, he
is unlikely to settle down when you leave.

The Steps you need to follow are:

1. Establish a predictable routine. Since your dog is anxious, you need to begin by
making his day calmer and more predictable whether you are home or away.
Establish a daily routine so that your dog can begin to predict when he can
expect your attention (Including exercise, feeding, training, play and elimination)
and when he should be prepared for inattention (when it should be napping or
playing with its favorite toys). Try to schedule these times for object play and
naps at times when you would normally depart.
2. Environmental enrichment - meeting your dogs needs.
During the times when you are interacting with your dog, make sure you are
meeting all of his needs for social interactions, play, exercise, training and
elimination. In effect, you should initiate enough regular interactive sessions and
provide enough play and attention so that when each session is over, your dog is
prepared to settle down and relax. At this point, new exploratory and chew toys can
be given so that your dog has novel and motivating toys on which to focus when it is
time to settle. Feeding toys can also replace standard food bowls to make feeding
time more of a mental and physical effort.
3. Establish a predictable protocol for rewards.
If your dog has separation anxiety, it's likely that your dog's favored rewards are the
attention and play that you provide. Treats, food, play and chew toys may also be
highly desirable.
4. Train "settle".
The goal of training is that your dog learns to settle comfortably on cue. Focus on
having your dog in a settled down, or lying on his bed, mat or crate, before giving
any reward. Not only should attention - seeking behavior be ignored, but all casual
interactions should be avoided for the first few weeks, so that it is clear to both you
and your dog that a settled response achieves rewards and attention seeking does
not. Practice down stays and mat exercises using food lures, clicker training or head
halter training, whichever is most effective. Gradually shape longer stays and longer
times on the bed or mat before attention, affection, treats or play.

5. Develop a surface of relaxation.

Having a bed or mat location (in a room, pen or crate)

where your dog can be taught to rest, nap, play with
his toys or even sleep, can provide a secure area where
your dog might settle when you are not home.
You can begin training your dog to go to the area and
gradually shape longer stays and more relaxed responses
in the area before rewards are given. It might be helpful
to have a barricade, tie down or crate that could be closed
to ensure that your dog remains in the area for long enough
at each session before released. On the other hand,
know your dog's limits; your dog must be calm and settled
when released so as to avoid reinforcing crying or barking behavior.
At first, your dog can be taken to this area as part of his training routine using a
toy or treat as a lure, or by using a leash or head halter. In time, a daily routine
should be established where the dog learns to lie on his mat after each
exercise, play and training session to either nap or play with his own toys. This is
similar to the routine for crate training, where the mat or bed becomes the
dog's bed or playpen. Other than play, exercise and training sessions, focus on
giving your dog some or all of his rewards only in this area. Audible cues such as
a radio or TV: odors such as a piece of clothing with the owner's scent; and a
comfortable bed can help to promote a relaxed response since there are
associated with relaxation and owner presence (non- departure).
6. Work on responses to simple commands.
For some dogs, it is also useful to have them earn all things. This can be simple
as having the dog respond to a command such as "sit" before receiving
anything he wants. For example, if your dog asks to go outside, prior to opening
the door give the command to "sit", and once he complies, the door is opened.
This technique can be used for anything the dog desires.
To read more on this article go to vcahospitals.com, this article was written for VCA Hospitals by Debra
Horwitz, DVM, DACVB & Gary Landsberg, DVM, DACVB, DECAWBM

Should you allow your Indoor cat to go Outside?
Pros, Cons and Major Safety Considerations
Written by Laura Mueller for thesprucepets.com
Reviewed by Monica Tarantino

Is your indoor cat itching to go
outside? It's normal as a cat parent
to feel a bit guilty about keeping
your cat indoors all of the time,
especially if they show interest in
going outside. Many cats 'ask' to go
outside without really
understanding what awaits them
outdoors. Replicating the outdoor
experience exactly can be
challenging though many pet
parents can create a stimulating
indoor environment for their cats
through the use of many
enrichment activities, plenty of
windows and cat - friendly plants
and some outdoor solutions we
discuss below.
Your cat's safety should always be your first concern, however, and there are
definitely some big risks involved in allowing your indoor cat to go outside. We're
breaking those down, plus some helpful tips for letting your cat explore the
outdoors safely.

Benefits of Indoor vs. Outdoor Cats
Many cat rescues require potential adopters to agree to keep their cats inside, and
many veterinarians recommend the same. There's some pretty good reasoning
behind this, particularly when it comes to your cat's health and safety. Indoor cats
tend to live much longer lives then outdoor cats - about 10 to 15 years instead of
just two to five years, according to UC Davis Veterinary Medicine. That's because
there are a lot of outdoor hazards that cats can be exposed to, ranging from
parasites and disease to cars, predators like coyotes, toxins and other animals.
When you keep your cat indoors, you shield them from these potential harms. You
also spend considerably more time with your cat, which provides you with the
opportunity to identify any health issues sooner rather than later. Other dangers
that you avoid by keeping your cat inside include less risk that they'll get lost or
picked up by animal control or other humans. You also do your part to help protect
natural wildlife, since even well- fed cats have a tendency to hunt birds and other
small prey and can have a serious negative impact on wildlife in your surrounding
area.
If you need more convincing that it's better to keep your cat inside, consider just
how many more risks there are than benefits to letting a cat roam freely in the
outdoors.

Pros
More exercise and space to
run.
Increased access to sunshine
New and interesting smells

Cons
More susceptible to illness,
injury, or death from animals,
vehicles, toxins, parasites and
more
May kill outdoor wildlife.

How to Let Your Cat Explore Outdoors - Safely

A cat who spends all of their time inside can still enjoy many of the benefits of the
outdoors by having access to a sunny windowsill. Put a cat tree in front of your cat's
favorite window or hang a hammock bed so that they have an extra cozy place to sit
and watch the birds and squirrels. And when the weather allows (and if you have a
screen in place), open the window so they can take in the breeze as well.
If you still want your cat to go outside, make sure you do it as safely as possible.
This includes :
Teaching your cat to walk outdoors with you on a harness and leash
Creating or purchasing a 'catio' or mesh cat enclosure
Making sure you keep your cat up to date on flea / tick and heartworm
medications, and letting your vet know that they spend time outdoors so they can
have any necessary yearly screenings done.
Always supervising your cat's outdoor time, and never letting them roam
unattended.

There is definitely a happy medium between keeping your cat indoors all of
the time and exposing them to the dangers of life as an outside cat.
Depending on your cat's personality, you may even be able to leash train
them for walks and other adventures, or you may just have a friendly
companion to sit in the backyard with you sometimes and soak up the
sunshine.
Either way, make safety a top concern and read you cat's cues. Many cats are
perfectly satisfied with a wholly indoor life, while others may be comfortable
slowly adjusting to walking outdoors on a harness and leash or exploring a
small patch of grass under your direct supervision.

Did You Know?

Cockatiels do not live as long as larger
parrot breeds. Their lifespans can
vary greatly and depend upon their
care, attention, diet and exercise. Pet
Cockatiels can live an average of 10 to
25 years.
Most live to be about 15 years old.
Some have even lived as long as 32
years. The oldest living cockatiel on
record lived to be 36 years old.
We happen to own a Cockatiel named
Lemon!

Dr. Leahs Corner

Like human teeth, dog's teeth are covered by a hard, protective coating called enamel.
Once enamel is formed, there is very little that improves enamel strength or thickness.
After adult teeth have erupted, the smooth, glossy white tooth surface is a sign of good
dental health. Enamel can be injured when it is developing by poor nutrition. Other
factors that can influence enamel are infection, trauma and some antibiotics.
Plaque, ( a combination of saliva, food particles and bacteria) accumulates on the teeth.
We brush our teeth to remove plaque. If we don't, plaque hardens into tartar. The
constant presence of bacteria in plaque and tartar leads to poor dental health.
Dogs love to chew. Dogs do not brush their own teeth but chewing on a variety of things
can help maintain good dental health. When dogs have a variety of things to chew on
such as rawhide, biscuits, treats and other toys, plaque can be reduced. There are literally
thousands of treats and toys to choose from. When choosing for your dog, you should
consider the added calories, the digestibility (does it break down easily in the stomach?)
the hardness or abrasiveness of the material (risk of broken or worn teeth) and whether
or not pieces can be removed and swallowed (risk of intestinal blockage).
Another way to help reduce plaque is to feed a larger size or different shaped kibble. Very
small pieces of kibble can be licked up and swallowed whole. A larger kibble has to be
picked up and chewed. The mechanical scraping of the tooth surface while breaking up
and chewing larger pieces of food helps remove plaque. Finally, you make brushing your
dog's teeth part of your daily routine. When you ask "Do I have to brush all of my teeth?"
The dentist responds, "Just the ones you want to keep." Insert "dog's" in place of "my".
Veterinarians say the same thing!

